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Abstract 
Using roll call vote to a salient trade bill and a survey experiment of legislators in the same Argentine 
Congress we are able to examine the link between policy preferences and outcomes. We find that 
material concerns associated with the distributional effects of trade are an important predictor of 
legislators’ support for trade openness. Moreover, concern about the negative effect on local 
constituencies explains legislators’ defection from partisan discipline on a salient protectionist bill. 
Our findings are important for understanding the impact of material concerns on trade politics. 
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Heeding to the Losers from Trade. Evidence from Legislators’ Trade Policy 
Preferences and Legislative Behavior 
 
Introduction 

Recent contributions to the political economy of trade have concentrated on the sources of 

individual preferences towards protectionism (Caves 1976; Baldwin 1985; Hillman 1982; Rodrik 

1995, 1997; Cameron 1978; Garrett 1998; Hays, Ehrlich, and Peinhardt 2002; Boix 2004; Scheve and 

Slaughter 2004; McGillivray 2004; Park and Jensen 2007; Guisinger 2009; Margalit 2011). Yet trade 

policy is not usually enacted through plebiscite or popular vote; hence the mapping from policy 

preferences to policy outcomes remains elusive. Departing from earlier work, which analyzes voters’ 

preferences, we focus on trade policy preferences and behavior of political leaders, and how they 

reflect the material consequences of openness on the wellbeing of their constituencies. Analyzing 

legislators’ preferences and behavior allows us to uncover a link between the demand and supply 

sides of trade policy-making. 

When making trade policy decisions legislators face cross-cutting incentives to cater to the 

greater good; to respond to the demands from broad and local constituents; and to toe the party 

line. The traditional approach to understand legislators’ preferences is to compare a legislator’s 

behavior relative to other members of the caucus and the floor.1  To identify the relative influence of 

each of these dimensions on legislators’ policy choices most analyses rely on legislative behavior, 

rather than legislators’ personal and induced preferences, which are also likely to affect their policy 

stances.  

We develop a series of test to investigate how legislators internalize the expected 

consequences of trade on the wellbeing of their constituencies in settings where material and non-

material incentives are misaligned. We analyze a roll call on a salient trade bill in the 2008 Argentine 

Congress, along with an original survey experiment of members of Congress fielded in the same 

																																																													
1 See Siavelis and Morgenstern (2008); Carey (2007, 2009). 
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Congressional year. By contrasting legislative behavior, where party discipline becomes more salient, 

to responses to our survey experiment, where we manipulate relevant dimensions of openness with 

differential effects on economic actors, we are able to tease out the weight that legislators place on 

party discipline relative to constituency well-being. The joint analysis of preferences and behavior 

help us unveil how material concerns associated with the expected consequences of trade connect 

the demand and supply sides of policy-making on trade politics. 

We find that legislators are more supportive of trade than the average Argentinian, an 

outcome that would be predicted by the extant literature in political psychology, since legislators are 

educated and informed. We also find that, both in their responses to the survey and in their vote on 

a specific trade bill, legislators are sensitive to the expected negative economic effects of trade on the 

wellbeing of the constituents from their region of residence, rather than the net effect of trade on 

their broader electoral district. These findings defy conventional wisdom while providing support to 

earlier endogenous tariff formation literature, which underscores the relative influence that the losers 

from trade exert on the supply side of trade policy-making.2 Moreover, our findings provide strong 

evidence that material concerns play an important role in the formation of trade policy. 

Related Literature 

The literature on political behavior has made big strides in understanding the sources of individual 

political preferences and attitudes and yet the connection between voters’ and policymakers’ 

preferences remains relatively unexplored. Using survey techniques, scholars of comparative politics 

have been able to assess the correlates of party identification, policy preferences, and vote choice.3 

These techniques have permeated to empirical researchers in the field of political economy 

																																																													
2 Caves (1976); Hillman (1982); Baldwin (1985); Beason and Weinstein (1996). See Rodrik (1995), 

Gawande and Krishna (2003) and Goldberg and Pavnick (2007) for a review of the empirical record. 
3 For instance, Lupu (2013), Brader, Tucker and Duell (2013), and Burden and Klofstad (2005) use 

survey experiments to study party identification, and Tomz and Van Houweling (2009) to 

understand the impact of candidate ambiguity on voters’ choices. 
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interested in understanding the demand side of economic policy-making.4 The distributive 

consequences of trade have the potential to shape voters’ preferences for openness.5 Yet individual 

level analyses suggest that cultural, ideological and psychological dispositions play a more important 

role on the formation of trade preferences among voters.6 The overarching consensus is that 

material concerns play a limited role on either preferences for openness or malleability to framing 

effects.7  

Moving to the supply side of trade politics, the scholarship on the impact of political 

institutions on trade policy has made crucial contributions related to the effect of electoral rules and 

executive-legislative relations on policymaking.8 Models of trade policymaking tend to rely on the 

assumption that politicians’ preferences are congruent with those of their constituencies.9 The 

linkage between legislators, individual preference of their constituencies, and the material effects of 

trade is a crucial piece of the puzzle. However, the mapping from individual preferences to trade 

policy outcomes remains underexplored. 

We argue that the expected economic consequences of trade are important determinants of 

policymakers’ policy preferences and legislative activity. To analyze this link we take advantage of a 

2008 roll call vote analysis on a trade bill and a survey experiment of Argentine policymakers fielded 

in that year. The 2008 export tax bill had a protectionist component which generated cross-cutting 

pressure on legislators. The pressure was stronger among legislators from districts with large 

																																																													
4 Haimueller and Hiscox (2010) and Malhotra, Margalit and Mo (2013) use survey experiments to 

analyze preferences to immigration; Naoi and Kume (2011) focus on views over protectionism. 
5 On how the material effects of trade shape the preference of the public on trade, see Scheve and 

Slaughter (2001) and Mayda and Rodrik (2005).  
6 O'Rourke and Sinnott (2001); Hermann, Tetlock, and Diascro (2001); Mayda and Rodrik (2005); 

Hiscox (2006); Hainmueller and Hiscox (2006); Mansfield and Mutz (2009); Margalit (2012). 
7 Ardanaz, Murillo and Pinto (2013) is an exception. 
8 See, for instance, McGillivray (2004), Nielson (2003), Grossman and Helpman (2005). 
9 Rogowski (1989), Hiscox (2001), Alt and Gilligan (1994), Alt et al (1996). 
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magnitude and a diversified economic structure, which include voters employed in import 

competing and in exporting (agricultural) activities along with services to those producers.  The 

cross-cutting pressure was reflected in numerous defections from the party line, despite the strong 

incentives for partisan discipline generated by Argentina’s closed list, proportional representation 

electoral system with party control over nominations.10 We also analyze how material concerns arise 

in legislators’ responses to the experimental conditions laid out in our original survey instrument. To 

our knowledge, survey experiments had not been used before to explore this connection.11 

We find systematic evidence that the negative vote on the export tax bill was linked to 

trade’s expected distributive consequences: Representatives from areas serving agricultural 

production, which were hurt by the export tax, were more likely to break partisan discipline to vote 

against the government-sponsored bill than those representing import competing regions. 

Legislators’ defections, thus, seemed to be driven by concerns about the losers in their region of 

residence, not the broader legislative district from which they are elected, and thereby cannot be 

fully explained by institutional incentives to follow the party line. 

The survey of 200 legislators from the same Congress allowed us to investigate legislators’ 

sensitivity to different experimental conditions highlighting the direct and indirect consequences of 

trade on the wellbeing of their local constituents. A prior public opinion survey fielded in 2007 gives 

us a baseline of voters’ preferences on trade.  Legislators, who are more educated and informed than 

the average voter, are more supportive of trade and less malleable to issue framing than voters, as 

expected by the extant literature. However, we do find sizable framing effects among this group of 

educated and informed respondents. Moreover, these framing effects covary systematically with the 
																																																													
10 Closed list PR, especially when district magnitude is large and party leaders control access to the 

ballot—as in Argentina--is expected to generate strong partisan discipline (Cox 1997). Jones (2002) 

and Calvo (2014) document the strong partisan discipline in the Argentine Congress. 
11 Tomz (2009) is an exception as he studies information effects on elites with a survey experiment 

on British MPs. The Project of Elites in Latin America (PELA) has fielded a series of surveys of 

legislators in the region, but we are not aware of any study exploring the origin of such preferences. 
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expected material consequences of openness on economic activity in the legislator’s area of 

residence. Legislators from import-competing areas have the strongest sensitivity to informational 

frames putting emphasis on the negative impact of trade on competition and employment. No other 

attribute of the respondent has such an effect on legislators’ malleability to issue framing. Attention 

to the losers from trade produced the strongest sensitivity to framing among legislators. 

In short, we show that, when in the spotlight, Argentine legislators are attentive to the 

differential consequences of trade policy on the wellbeing of their constituencies despite electoral 

incentives to follow the party line.12 Moreover, both in the vote and the survey experiment, 

legislators were especially attentive to the negative consequence of trade policies. The evidence of 

the distributive impact of trade on legislators’ stated preferences and behavior is in line with findings 

on the trade preferences of Argentine voters. 

Determinants of Legislators’ Trade Policy Preferences and Behavior 

While economic theory suggests that under most general conditions international trade is welfare-

enhancing, openness has a differential effect on the well-being of economic agents. Trade is likely to 

create net winners or losers depending on its effects on an individual’s source of income and 

employment, and on the prices of the goods they consume.13  

Trade policy directly affects the relative prices of tradable goods –and indirectly affects 

prices of non-tradable goods. The change in relative prices of imports and exports effected by trade, 

results in changes in the quantities of goods produced and consumed, affecting the return (and real 

income) of different economic actors. Preferences for a more open or closed trade regime can be 

																																																													
12 On the importance of the salience of US legislators stated preferences and behavior, see Miller and 

Stokes (1963), Page and Shapiro (1983), Bovitz and Carson (2006) and Lax and Phillips (2011).  
13 Three strands of economic theory suggest that support for free trade is a function of the expected 

effects of trade on: i) the return to the factors of production as proposed by the Hecksher-Ohlin 

model (and the Stolper-Samuelson theorem); ii) the return to the assets owned by the respondent as 

derived from the specific factors model (or Ricardo-Viner); iii) the skill premium resulting from the 

relative demand for skill by exporting firms in the new-new trade theory (Melitz-type) models. 
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derived from the effect of trade policy on individual’s indirect utility, which we can characterize as a 

function of a vector of income and prices. Individual income has a market component  and a fiscal 

component, the individual’s share of government output –namely the net of the government 

transfers received minus the taxes paid. An increase in import taxes, for instance, raises the relative 

price of imports, benefitting the return to inputs used (more intensively) in the production of the 

import competing good. A tax on exports has a similar effect: it depresses exports by increasing the 

relative price of the import competing good. The price increase also induces an increase in output of 

existing firms (and perhaps the addition of new firms), an increase in employment and profits.14 The 

revenue raised from the import tariff or export tax may also affect individual’s income through fiscal 

transfers. 

To understand trade policymaking, however, it is not enough to identify the distributive 

effects of trade. We also need to understand which of those effects are more likely to motivate 

legislators’ behavior. The extant literature emphasizes the impact of institutional incentives, such as 

electoral rules and party organization, on legislators’ political ambition and legislative behavior.15 Yet, 

institutional incentives are not sufficient to understand how legislators’ internalize their 

constituencies’ well-being in defining their own preferences and behavior within districts and parties.  

The incentives created by electoral institutions make Argentina a hard case for identifying 

the links between demand and supply sides of trade policy-making. Members of the Argentine 

Lower House are elected on a closed list party ballot in over 24 provinces, with district magnitudes 

ranging from 5 to 70 and have high levels of partisan discipline. Yet in districts of larger electoral 

magnitude, which comprise import competing industrial urban areas and export oriented agricultural 

zones, legislators elected on the same list face cross-cutting pressure from different economic actors. 

																																																													
14 See Rodrik (1995, pp. 1460-63)s. 
15 Institutional incentives  include the electoral formula, term-limits, federal arrangements, legislative 

powers vis-a-vis the executive, electoral district magnitude size, political party centralization, and the 

candidate selection process (Siavelis and Morgenstern 2008) 
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The closed-list PR ballot magnifies the trade-off faced by parties seeking votes of constituencies 

with different economic interests. Cross-cutting pressure from different economic agents have the 

potential to generate variation in legislative behavior within the same party caucus. Thus, we 

hypothesize that when partisan and constituency pressures are at odds, legislators representing the 

losers from trade policy within the party list are more likely to break partisan discipline. 

In seeking to understand legislators’ preferences, we rely on a survey experiment. The 

experimental setup allows us to assess a critical trait of their central position in the political system: 

electoral ambition should force them to respond to the demands of local constituencies. Legislators 

should differ from the general public in their responses to surveys: they are more educated than the 

average voter and more likely to identify the benefits of specialization and trade. Their education and 

sophistication make legislators aware of the aggregate welfare benefits of economic integration and 

of the welfare costs of protectionism (Hiscox 2006). Thus, they should be supportive when asked 

about the benefits of increasing openness and economic integration with other nations.16 

Additionally, legislators face high stakes in amassing information, a trait that is perceived as a sign of 

their capacity by voters. They are likely to hold stronger priors than voters and to be better at 

identifying the information cues implicit in questions and discourses. Therefore, the extant literature 

would expect legislators to be less malleable to framing effects than the general public.17 However, 

legislators represent constituencies and thus we expect their sensitivity to framing effects to be 

linked to their role as mediators of political demands, which in the case of trade should vary across 

districts as a function of the geographic distribution of economic activities.  

We argue that while legislators are likely to internalize the positive aggregate welfare 

																																																													
16 Under these conditions a welfare maximizing ruler –who not is not motivated by distributional 

concerns– chooses trade tariffs and taxes to maximize aggregate income. It can be easily shown that 

in the absence of distortions the optimal tariff (or tax) is 0 (Rodrik 1995, pp. 1462) 
17 Druckman (2001); Stanovich and West (1998); Levin, Schneider and Gaeth (1998); Miller and 

Fagley (1991); Fagley and Miller (1997); Sieck and Yates (1997), Druckman and Chong (2007)a. 
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consequences of trade, electoral incentives should make them more sensitive to the negative 

dimensions of trade policy that are salient to the constituencies crucial for their electoral survival. 

The internalization of these demands should have distinctive effects on legislators’ stance towards 

trade, especially when specific distributional dimensions of trade on these constituencies are brought 

to the fore. We should, thus, expect legislators to identify the benefits of trade and respond 

positively about its desirability. Yet, we hypothesize that legislators’ support for trade should decline 

when asked to react to potential losses faced by their own constituencies as a result from openness, 

such as when competition, prices and employment are brought to the fore.18 In sum, the material 

consequences of trade should be reflected on legislators’ behavior and survey responses. 

To test our predictions about legislators’ trade policy preferences and behavior we exploit 

the geographical variance in the pattern of economic activity across regions in Argentina. These 

differences in economic activity can be directly mapped onto the expected consequences of trade on 

the wellbeing of actors from different regions. Argentina has a comparative advantage in agricultural 

production, and is a net importer of manufactured and capital goods. Because agricultural 

production is clustered regionally, we argue that the expected losses from trade across regions will 

have a systematically different effect on legislators’ responses to the survey questions and their vote 

on the trade bill across regions within broader electoral districts. In the ensuing section we briefly 

introduce the environment under which the vote and survey took place. 

Constituency Links and Trade Policy in Argentina 

Argentina offers a unique setting to explore how the incentive structure faced by elected officers 

affects trade policymaking. The electoral system creates strong incentives to toe the party line 

whereas the distributional effects of trade vary geographically even within electoral districts, 

exposing legislators from the same party and district to cross-cutting pressure from different 

																																																													
18  A frame can be constructed using the dimensions on which individuals based their evaluation of a 

topic (Druckman 2011: 282).  ‘Emphasis’ framing based on different values or issues associated to 

the object evaluated should have the strongest effect on political communication (289). 
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interests. To illustrate these incentives we present a brief account of the events leading to the salient 

2008 bill seeking higher taxes on agricultural exports.  

During the postwar era Argentina embraced an inward-looking developmental strategy, 

which resulted in a deep urban-rural cleavage: producers of agricultural commodities, who embraced 

free trade and were represented by conservative and authoritarian leaders, were pitted against 

industrialists and workers, who supported protectionism and import-substitution and found a 

sympathetic advocate in the Peronist party (O’Donnell 1978, Bertola and Ocampo 2012). The 

pattern persisted until the era of structural adjustment in the 1990s. President Carlos Menem, who 

was inaugurated amidst hyperinflation in 1989, broke with the traditional protectionist stance of his 

party –the Peronist Party or Partido Justicialista– reducing tariffs to an average 10% by 1992 

(Gerchunoff and Torre 1996). Menem embraced trade liberalization and established a currency 

board aimed at anchoring rampant inflation. Argentine industrial workers came to identify openness 

with employment losses, while consumers valued lower import prices that resulted from trade 

openness and the real exchange rate appreciation resulting from the currency peg. While trade 

remained associated with unemployment in the eyes of industrial interests, the perceived link 

between trade openness and lower prices was upended at the turn of the century.  

In December 2001, a dramatic economic and political crisis led to a devaluation of the local 

currency, which provided a boost to the tradable sectors by simultaneously protecting import-

competing firms while making exports more competitive in foreign markets. Since 2003, the increase 

in the international price of commodities had a positive effect on Argentina’s terms of trade. About 

two-thirds of Argentina’s exports are primary products or manufactured goods of primary origin 

whose relative prices started moving upwards in international markets, while most of the country’s 

imports are industrial, intermediate, and capital goods which experienced a relative decline in world 

prices (CEP 2008). Growing agricultural exports brought sharp increases in the domestic price of 
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food, which increase faster than the overall inflation rate.19 Presidents Nestor Kirchner (2003-2007) 

and Cristina Fernández de Kirchner (2007-2015), both members of the Peronist party, embraced a 

more protectionist stance than their predecessors. While promoting an industrialist ideology, they 

worried about the consequences of rising agricultural prices on the wellbeing of the majority of 

voters, who were consumers and not producers of food. Pandering to consumers, Nestor Kirchner 

decreed export restrictions and price controls for meat—a main staple in Argentinean’s diet--in 

March of 2006. By January 2007 inflation, which had reached double-digits, had become a salient 

political issue. The government’s response was to hide the problem from voters: impinging on the 

technical autonomy of the national statistical agency (INDEC), Kirchner manipulated the 

methodology for calculating the consumer price index which resulted in a lower, albeit distorted, 

inflation rate.  

Tensions between the government and agricultural producers heightened on March 11, 

2008, when the Finance Ministry raised taxes on agricultural exports, following on two prior hikes 

during 2007. The highest tax increase fell on soybean and soy-based products, which constituted a 

quarter of the total value of Argentine exports in 2007.20 Soybean had displaced other crops and 

cattle while dramatically expanding the agrarian frontier thanks to growing international prices, early 

adoption of genetically modified seeds, and direct seeding technologies (Figure 1, appendix 1).21  

The taxes rates on exports of agricultural commodities were linked to changes in international 

prices on a sliding scale; the marginal tax rate was set at 95% when commodities reached a 

																																																													
19 Analítica Consultora: http://bit.ly/1HIIqnO.  Accessed 7 November 2011. 
20 http://www.cei.gov.ar/node/26 (accessed on January 17, 2013). 
21 In the two decades prior to our study, soybean experienced a fivefold increase in production 

(Barsky and Davila 2009: 331, 339). The area planted with soybean increased ten times, whereas its 

weight in agricultural production went from less than 1% to more than 50% between 1970 and 2005 

(Rosatti 2013, Conte, Etchepareborda, Marino and Vazquez, ND).  
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predetermined price threshold.22 Effectively, it established a domestic price ceiling on soybean, 

which was the only crop not subject to domestic price controls because it was not consumed locally. 

Indeed, President Cristina Fernandez de Kirchner targeted soy exports when defending this policy in 

a public speech on March 31st, 2008: “Here in the Argentine Republic, where we have 300 million hectares of 

territory [600 million acres], of which 10%, 30 million hectares are used for agricultural production, of which 45%, 

almost 50% is dedicated to the production of soybean. Does this imply that soybean is something evil? No, but 

Argentine men and women only eat 5% of that soy and the other 95% is exported. And what do Argentine people 

consume? We consume milk, wheat, bread, meat, which are produced in the portion of land that remains [not used for 

soybean] and which it is shrinking…”23 

Agricultural producers reacted immediately: on March 12th they announced a national 

lockout, which was accompanied by protests and road blockades.  The salience of the conflict was 

heightened by food shortages and counter-mobilizations by pro-government labor unions and 

organized groups of the unemployed (Hora 2010, Barsky and Davila 2009). Facing a potential 

constitutional challenge before the Supreme Court and confident on the official party’s control of 

both Chambers of Congress, the President introduced a bill seeking legislative ratification of the tax 

hike. To bolster support for the bill and prevent defections among pro-government representatives, 

the government included freight compensations for producers in the agrarian frontier and the 

promise to redistribute the revenue through targeted infrastructure projects and social expenditures. 

The bill was approved in the Lower House but was defeated in the Senate by a tie-breaking vote 

casted by Vice President Julio Cobos.24 We analyze below the determinants of the House vote. 

																																																													
22 The highest increases in the tax rates fell on soy, increasing from 35% to 41% and sunflower, 

from 32% to 39%. In the case of soybean, the rate would increase to 68% when its value reached 

US $1,000/tn--the price of soybean was US $510/tn in May 2008 and growing rapidly.  
23 http://bit.ly/1NrVFeH (Accessed on January 17, 2013) — our translation. 
24 Vice President Julio Cobos was not affiliated to the governing Frente para la Victoria or FPV 

(Front for the Victory), but was part of a faction of the competing Radical party, which had entered 

an alliance with the FPV, known as Radicales-K, which stands for Radicals for Kirchner. 
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Production, Consumption and Trade Preferences across Argentine Regions 

The expected effects of trade on consumption, income, taxes, and government spending vary 

systematically across geographic regions in Argentina. The contrast between consumption and 

income/employment effects is telling. Consumers across the country hurt when the price of food 

goes up in response to foreign demand, and benefit from the lower price of imports. Income effects, 

on the other hand, vary across regions. Agricultural producers benefit from the higher prices of their 

output in global markets whereas producers of import competing manufacturing goods are hurt by 

trade competition.  

While trade with other nations benefits agricultural producers directly; indirectly trade 

generates a higher demand for services in the non-tradable sector, which constitutes the majority of 

employment in the country. Given the low level of labor mobility across Argentine regions, the 

indirect effect of trade on the demand for services is concentrated in the areas serving agricultural 

production –mostly towns and cities of the hinterland. These are the regions of the country 

benefitted from the multiplying effect of the expansion of agricultural production stimulated by the 

export boom (Bisang et al. 2009, Barsky and Davila 2009, Córdoba 2013).  The losers from trade are 

concentrated in the large urban centers where trade has a negative impact on the demand for 

import-competing industrial employment and an indirect negative effect on the demand of non-

tradable services. Hence, the protectionist coalition is based in the major industrial cities of Buenos 

Aires, Córdoba, Rosario, and La Plata and their metropolitan areas.  

Our analysis of legislators’ behavior and survey responses is based on the net income effect 

of trade on voters’ wellbeing in Argentina. The income of voters in the import competing region is 

negatively affected by higher food prices, the negative impact of trade on import-competing 

industries, and their consequent effect on lower demand for non-tradable services in the region. For 

voters in the export-oriented areas, the price effect on food is negative, but the direct and indirect 

effects on the demand for services are positive. A 2007 public opinion survey reflected these 

preferences with lower support for trade in the import-competing regions than in the export-
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oriented areas (Ardanaz, Murillo and Pinto 2013).  

We expect legislators’ vote on the agricultural export tax bill to reflect regional patterns of 

support for protectionism. By restricting trade the export tax had a direct negative effect on the 

income of agricultural producers, and a negative indirect effect on the income of economic agents in 

the areas that service agricultural activities. The real income effect of the tax on economic agents in 

the import competing regions of the country was expected to be positive. The net fiscal effect from 

the resulting public revenue was positive for poorer provinces whose economies are more 

dependent on transfers from the national government. Hence, we expect legislators from agricultural 

areas to be more likely to vote against the export tax bill (H1). 

We also expect the distributive effects of trade on their constituencies to shape legislators’ 

sensitivity to framing. Their support for openness should vary with the framing of the survey 

question: when asked in general terms, legislators are likely to be supportive of trade openness. 

However, when the question brings to the fore concerns about prices, employment and 

competition, legislators’ responses should vary depending on the dominant economic activity in the 

areas they reside with sensitivity to issue framing reflecting concerns about the negative 

consequences of trade. We expect legislators from all regions to respond more negatively to the frame linking 

trade to prices while legislators from the import competing regions should be more sensitive to references to employment 

effects than those representing areas with higher proportion of agricultural production (H2).  

Determinants of Vote on Export Tax Bill in the Lower House 

Our analysis of the roll call vote aims at identifying the contrasting incentives generated by electoral 

institutions and constituency demands given the uneven material effects of the export tax bill. On 

the one hand, electoral institutions create incentives for legislators to follow party discipline because 

party leaders control access to the ballot, and decide the position of candidates on the list within 

each of the electoral districts. Hence, the main driver of legislative behavior in the Lower House of 

the Argentine Congress has been the government-opposition divide (Saiegh 2011, Calvo 2014, 

Jones, Hwang and Micozzi 2009).  
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On the other hand, the large electoral districts where the import competing urban areas are 

located, are also home to large agricultural zones and the core of the soybean producing region—

with the exception of the City of Buenos Aires. While reliant on party leaders to be part of the 

ballot, legislators’ political trajectories are likely to depend on their local capacity for electoral 

mobilization within their districts. Individual legislators thereby are likely to be responsive to 

demands from constituents in their local area of residency. To capture this incentive we record 

legislators’ legal residence; in this way we are able to identify representatives from the same large 

electoral districts who should be more responsive to urban (import-competing) areas and rural 

(exporting) areas. If district-wide electoral incentives dominate, we expect a legislator’s place of 

residence within the district to play no role in their vote for or against the export tax bill.  

The export tax bill passed the Lower House by 129 to 122 votes and we have identified 

eighteen legislators from the incumbent FPV and ten legislators from allied parties who broke party 

lines and voted against passage of the bill (see Appendix 2).25 The analysis below focuses on the 

conditions that shape the probability to support this bill in the Lower House. 

We use two alternative measures to classify the expected distributive consequences of the bill 

on voters. First, we calculate the percentage of the municipality or department that is planted with 

soybean. The data comes from the Ministry of Agriculture, Cattle Production and Fishery for the 

year 2007.26 We use this data to build two continuous variables “soy production” which measure the 

percentage of land devoted to soybean in each legislator’s local constituency.  Since soybean is the 

main target of the export tax, soy-production should be a good proxy for the losers from the bill. 

We also construct a provincial level measure to capture the incentives to cater to the electoral 
																																																													
25 The president of the Lower Chamber, Rep. Eduardo Fellner, did not vote because there was no 

tie. Two representatives abstained (one from the government bloc and one from an allied bloc) and 

three were absent (two aligned with the government and one with the opposition). The results are 

not sensitive to the exclusion of these representatives, who were classified voting “No” in the 

models reported. One member of the opposition from the city of Buenos Aires voted in favor. 
26 http://bit.ly/1QwcDO4 (accessed December 20, 2012). 
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district. In this case for the three large districts, Buenos Aires, Santa Fe, and Córdoba, which 

comprise agricultural and industrial activities, we assign the percentage of area planted with soy and 

the amount of soybean production to the non-industrial areas of the provinces. As shown in figure 1 

below, provinces with a larger density of soy are more likely to have legislative delegations in the 

Lower Chamber with more defectors from the governing coalition.  The second measure classifies 

the “import-competing/industrial” region, which concentrates the losers of trade who would benefit 

from the impact of this trade bill and which we also use in the survey experiment. This dichotomous 

variable has a value of one when the legislator is classified as having his/her legal residence in the 

Buenos Aires Metropolitan Area, La Plata, Rosario, and Córdoba. 

Figure 1 here 

The bill included a provision to spend the revenue raised from export taxes in social 

transfers and public works projects in the provinces. To capture the motivation for supporting the 

export tax bill based on the expectation of being a net recipient of federal government funds, we 

create another variable: the proportion of provincial employment on the federal government payroll. 

With the exception of the City of Buenos Aires, which houses the federal administration, for every 

other province, this proportion serves as a proxy for dependence on the fiscal largesse of the central 

administration to which the export taxes accrue.27  We expect provinces with larger shares of public 

employees in the federal administration to benefit from the fiscal component of the trade bill.  We 

call this variable “public employment” as it is a continuous variable, operationalized as the number 

of public employees in the national payroll per 1,000 inhabitants.28 

Finally, to assess the impact of electoral institutions we rely on measures of partisanship and 

district magnitude. The governing party at the time of the survey is the Front for Victory (FPV). In 

the 2007 presidential election, the faction of the Peronist Party led by Néstor and Cristina Kirchner 

																																																													
27 Export taxes are excluded from revenue-sharing schemes and the federal administration can 

choose to make transfers to provinces at its own discretion. 
28 http://bit.ly/1GXuLOS (accessed January 17, 2013). 
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made an electoral alliance with a faction of the Radical Party (UCR), who became informally known 

as the Radicales-K (or Radicals for Kirchner). This group was formed by governors and mayors and 

included Julio Cobos, the vice-president elected under the FPV list –who would later cast the tie-

breaking vote in the Senate that defeated the trade tax bill of 2008.  Other minor parties joined the 

FPV electoral coalition in 2007. The opposition camp was splintered into different groups including 

the traditional faction of the Peronist Party –who rejected the leadership of the Kirchners– the 

majority of the Radical Party (Union Cívica Radical, or UCR), the Civic Coalition (Coalición Cívica 

or CC), the right-leaning Republican Proposal (Propuesta Republicana, or PRO), and a number of 

provincial and minor parties.29  Hence, our measures of partisanship are based on membership in the 

legislative caucus of the FPV, Radicales K, allied parties or opposition.30 Figure 2 illustrate our 

measures by showing the proportion of legislators by partisanship and vote on the bill in each 

province along with the proportion of planted soybean. We control for the effect of district 

magnitude using a dummy variable, which takes the value of one for districts of magnitude greater 

than 8, the median district magnitude in the country –results do not vary using a cardinal measure.  

We fit a probit regression where the dependent variable is an indicator that takes a value of 

one if the legislator voted in favor of the bill ratifying the export tax.  We expect membership in the 

caucuses of the incumbent FPV party, and allied parties to be a strong predictor of a positive vote. 

In particular, membership in the FPV party caucus should have the strongest effect because the 

export tax bill was presented by the Executive as a referendum on its performance. We expect that 

legislative caucuses to have a stronger effect than party list as legislators can defect from their 

electoral list after being sworn into office. We also expect a negative correlation between the variable 

“soy production” and the probability of voting in favor of the export tax (which includes both 

																																																													
29 The factions within Peronism are very fluid so that some legislators can move across the 

governing FPV caucus to the opposition Peronist caucus.  
30 We have also used the list in which legislators were elected as a measure of partisanship, yielding 

similar results, as reflected on Model 4 in Table 1. 
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opposition legislators for whom partisan incentives are aligned and defectors from the government 

caucus who are breaking partisan discipline), and a positive correlation for the “import-competing” 

and “public employment” variables based on income and fiscal motivations respectively.  

Table 1 here 

Table 1 presents the results from the roll call analysis. The strongest determinant of the vote 

is partisanship. Using legislative caucus membership, we find significant effects for FPV, Allied Party 

and Radical K. Membership on the FPV caucus, for instance, increases the probability of a positive 

vote by 0.76.31 “Soy production,” our proxy for negative material effects on constituents, has a 

negative and significant effect on the probability of supporting the bill, as expected.32 Conversely, we 

find a significant positive effect for legislators representing import competing districts (model 1).33 

The effects of “public employment” is in the expected direction, but it is not statistically significant; 

the effect of district magnitude is not significant either. The results are robust to using list rather 

than caucus as a measure of partisanship (model 4). Finally, model 5 includes an interaction between 

“soy production” and a pro-government dummy (including FPV, Allies and Radical K caucus 

members), which returns a negative coefficient suggesting that higher proportions of soy in the 

district reduce the probability of supporting the government bill; the effect is stronger for pro-

government legislators. These effects can be observed on figure 3, which plots the probability of 

voting in favor of the bill as a function of soy production in the legislators’ district of residence. 

Whereas partisanship is a strong predictor of the vote, the probability of voting against the 

government drops as the proportion of soy planted in the legislator’s district increases. The marginal 

effect is stronger for legislators from the government party. Residence in soy producing areas has a 
																																																													
31 We find the similar effects when classifying legislators based on the list at the time of the election, 

but effects are weaker than for legislative caucus because there were defections from the partisan 

caucus preceding the vote. 
32 We report results using the province level production of soy. Identical results are obtained when 

using the local district level production of soy. 
33 Agricultural production and the industrial/import-competing variables are highly collinear.  
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sizable effect on legislative behavior, and helps explain defections from the party line.  

Figure 2 here 

Note that the distributive effects that we identify, however, could result from legislators 

either internalizing the negative impact of the bill on their voters or from the influence of 

agricultural interest groups who mobilized in the agricultural producing areas. Indeed, the correlation 

between the number of protests against agricultural export taxes during the 2008 conflict and the 

proportion of land devoted to soy per province the prior year is 0.67.34 Legislators’ behavior, thus, 

could reflect a strategic response to the protesters, actors who harbor intense preferences, or to the 

impact of voters’ preferences given the salience of the vote, which was raised by the mobilization of 

agricultural producers. Legislators residing in the immediately affected areas were more strongly 

subjected to this pressure suggesting an electoral calculus based on the effect on their constituencies 

or a response to their mobilization. 

The differential effect of trade policy across regions identified in the roll call vote analysis is 

also likely to be reflected in the way legislators formulate their responses to questions about the 

desirability of openness. In the following section we present evidence on regional patterns of 

legislators’ reactions to the distributive consequences of trade on their revealed preferences, in a 

setting where partisan discipline is less binding. 

 

Legislators’ Trade Policy Preferences: Evidence from a Survey Experiment  

We fielded a survey instrument on members of the Lower House of the Argentine Congress in the 

last quarter of 2008. The experimental component of the survey allows us to assess whether 

legislators’ sensitivity to the content and dimensionality of the policy at hand varies across regions. 

We are able to contrast legislators’ attitudes towards trade in general, and their responsiveness to the 

																																																													
34PIMSA - Programa de Investigación sobre el Movimiento de la Sociedad Argentina 

http://www.pimsa.secyt.gov.ar/ (accessed February 6, 2014). In addition to road blockades in rural 

areas, agricultural producers organized protests before the National Congress. 
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expected consequences of trade on their local constituencies. We are interested in identifying 

whether similar constituency links are reflected in their responses to a survey experiment.  

To assess their sensitivity to framing effects, legislators were randomly selected to receive 

informational cues that were designed to make more salient the expected aggregate or distributional 

consequences of trade.  By design, thus, our survey experiment allows us to uncover how bringing 

to the fore information about these differential distributive effects shapes legislators’ attitudes 

towards trade. We are interested in assessing whether eliciting concerns about the effect of trade on 

employment or prices, both of which can affect legislators’ constituencies, affects their stated 

support for trade. 

In public opinion surveys on trade analyzed by Hiscox (2006) and Ardanaz, Murillo and 

Pinto (2013) in the US and Argentina respectively, education is associated with higher support for 

trade and weaker framing effects for individuals. The Argentine public opinion survey also provides 

systematic evidence that the expected distributive consequences of trade affect individual support 

for openness and sensitivity to framing effects. Given their sophistication and position in the 

political system legislators are better able at identifying complex policy frames. Hence we should 

expect more nuanced responses to questions about the consequences of trade: they should be more 

favorable to trade and less malleable to framing effects than the general population.35 However, the 

electoral connection identified in the vote should make legislators sensitive to the informational cues 

that bring to the fore the consequences of trade on the wellbeing of their constituencies. We, thus, 

expect legislators to be sensitive to the distributional effects of trade on their local districts when 

asked to respond about specific conditions associated with openness.  

a) The Survey Experiment 

Our survey experiment of Argentine legislators was fielded during the fourth quarter of 

																																																													
35 Framing effects occur when in describing a phenomenon a speaker’s emphasis on a subset of 

potentially relevant considerations causes individuals to focus on those considerations when 

establishing their opinions (Druckman 2001b, 226–31). 
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2008, in the aftermath of the legislative vote discussed in the prior section. The survey instrument 

collected the opinion of 200 of 257 members of the Lower Chamber of Congress.36 Enumerators 

were employees of an Argentine NGO that covers legislative activity (Directorio Legislativo). The 

survey included an experimental section where subjects were randomly assigned to three different 

groups: two groups received different treatment conditions, and the last group served as control. 

The experiment aimed at making legislators evaluate different dimensions usually associated with the 

consequences of trade. In particular we induced legislators to evaluate the differential effects of trade 

on employment and prices. We sought to uncover whether pondering these dimensions affects the 

level of their support for trade.  

A first group received an introduction that emphasizes the effects of trade on jobs for the 

expanding sectors as well as prices faced by consumers. The frame reads: “Many people believe that 

increasing trade with other nations creates jobs and allows consumers to buy goods and services at lower prices.” A 

second group of subjects received an introductory frame that emphasizes the effect of trade on 

import-competing industries, and its potential to create unemployment when industries contract. 

The frame reads: “Many people believe that increasing trade with other nations creates unemployment and hurts 

Argentine producers.” A third group of respondents was given no introduction, and serves as our 

control group.37 

Legislators in the three groups were asked the following question: “Do you agree or disagree with 

the statement that Argentina should increase its trade with other nations?” Respondents were asked to choose 

																																																													
36 Total membership in the Argentine House of Representatives is 257; we elicited responses from 

200 randomly chosen legislators. Legislators from the ruling FPV coalition were slightly 

underrepresented: 50.58% of House Members belonged to the FPV caucus, against 45.5% in our 

sample. On every other relevant dimension the sample is representative of the floor.  
37 To mitigate the “agreeing-response” bias usually found in surveys, we have framed the price-

employment frame in positive terms, and the competition-unemployment frame in negative terms. 

As documented in earlier research, the direction of framing effects is similar to both types of frame: 

they tend to reduce the degree of support for trade (Hiscox 2006; Ardanaz, Murillo and Pinto 2013).  
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among the following responses: “strongly agree”, “somewhat agree”, “somewhat disagree”, 

“strongly disagree”, “indifferent”, and “don’t know”, or “no answer.”  

b) Survey Results  

Argentine legislators are highly supportive of trade when no other consideration is provided. 

As shown in Figure 3, there is overwhelming support for increasing trade with other nations in the 

control group: 91% strongly agree and 9% somewhat agree.38 Surprisingly, however, we find framing 

effects that attenuate this pro-trade attitude. For the groups receiving the production/employment 

frame the category “strongly agree” drops to 72%; among those receiving the price frame the 

response “strongly agree” drops to 73%. Most of this change is absorbed by the category 

“somewhat agree”, which suggests a decline in legislators’ intensity of support when they hear 

frames that make the effect of trade on prices and rising employment more salient. This decline of 

around twenty percentage points will be used as a baseline when exploring which attributes are more 

likely to correlate with framing effects.39 

Figure 3 here 

Next, we explore heterogeneous treatment effects across different groups of legislators. 

Among them we look at college education, district magnitude, and partisanship. Legislators with a 

college degree are slightly more supportive of trade (93% strongly agree with the statement) than 

those with lower education (88%); this difference is, however, not statistically significant (Figure 

A3.1, Appendix 3). The lack of framing effects associated with the educational attainment of 

legislators is unsurprising because legislators are more educated and informed than the average 

voter. 
																																																													
38 Using the same questions and frames in a 2007 survey of 2800 Argentine voters, 78.5% supported 

trade in the control group, showing higher levels of support among educated political elites 

(Ardanaz, Murillo and Pinto 2013). 
39 It is customary to include “No response” in analyses of survey experiments. In the statistical 

analyses of the survey experiment, all results are robust to the exclusion of the two legislators who 

refused to answer the trade question. Results are available upon request. 
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Turning to electoral incentives, we assess the effect of partisanship and the magnitude of 

their electoral districts. We find no partisan effect on legislators’ support for trade: As shown in 

Figure 4, membership in the FPV legislative caucus does not affect the level of support for trade in 

the control group.40 Moreover, there are no significant differences across treatment groups. Indeed, 

the statistical analysis on table 2 below shows that membership in the FPV caucus is not significant 

in predicting framing effects despite its significant impact on legislative behavior. 41 Neither do we 

find significant statistical differences when controlling for the size of the legislator’s district. The 

responses to the survey are therefore not related to the institutional incentives that have traditionally 

shaped legislative behavior in this country. These findings are expected given that we are using the 

survey to measure the impact of constituency pressures, which are independent of these institutional 

incentives. They also suggest that the survey experiment is capturing the same material effect that 

generated cross-pressures on legislators despite incentives for partisan legislative discipline. 

Figure 4 here 

We now turn to test our hypothesis on the impact of information about the distributive 

consequences of trade on legislators’ constituents. As explained before, we expect that the emphasis 

on the negative tradeoffs associated with trade should have a strong effect on legislators’ responses. 

To link legislators’ responses to concerns about trade losers we take advantage of the uneven 

																																																													
40 Our results remain the same when adding legislators from allied parties as part of the FPV caucus. 

The effect is similar if we use “government” versus “opposition” caucuses by combining “FPV”, 

“allied parties”, “Radicales-K” on the one hand, and “opposition” and “Peronist opposition”, on the 

other.  
41 We also tested for the impact of legislators’ vote on the 2008 export tax bill. In the control group 

support for trade is higher among those who voted in favor of the trade tax, but the difference is not 

statistically significant. Support declines among respondents assigned to both frames. The pattern of 

sensitivity to the employment and price frames is similar, albeit less pronounced, to the one 

observed among legislators in the import-competing and non-import competing regions: legislators 

who voted for the tax are more sensitive to the employment frame, while those who voted against 

are more sensitive to the price frame. Differences are not statistically significant.  
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regional effects of trade in Argentina. Like in the prior analysis, we classify the industrial areas of the 

country including the Metropolitan Area of Buenos Aires (AMBA) –the City of Buenos Aires and its 

suburbs–, La Plata, Rosario, and the city of Córdoba as import-competing. These are the 

manufacturing hubs, comprising half of the population in the country, which concentrate the losers 

from trade. In those areas, support for trade among voters is lower. The population in these areas 

experiences the negative impact of competition on the direct demand for employment in the import 

competing industries and on the indirect demand for non-tradable service, which are the bulk of 

employment, along with the negative income effect of higher prices driven by rising food prices. 

Given these effects on voters, we expect legislators from import-competing regions to be more 

sensitive to the frame that underscores the negative effect of trade on domestic producers and 

employment (Figure 5).  

Figure 5 here 

As expected, whereas the strong support for trade declines thirty five percentage points for 

legislators in the import-competing districts who receive the production frame (from 92% with no 

frame to 57% with the production frame), the drop is less steep for legislators representing districts 

from the Argentine hinterland who do not experience those negative effects to the same degree 

(from 91% to 79%). Price effects, by contrast, generate negative income effects for the population in 

both regions and the magnitude of the framing effects is not different for legislators in either of the 

two regions (Figure 5). Hence, in both regions, information about distributive dimensions affecting 

their constituencies shapes the level of support for trade among legislators, but the expected 

consequences of trade on employment and competition elicit a stronger negative response among 

legislators from import competing areas. 

c) Statistical analysis of the survey responses  

To better estimate the marginal effect of the frames on the probability of supporting trade 
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across different groups of legislators, we conduct a series of statistical analyses.42 Table 2 presents 

the results from these analyses. Given the structure of the responses ranging from “No Response” 

to “Strongly Agree” we fit an ordered probit model.43 The models presented in Table 2 include all 

the relevant characteristics used in the prior analysis. We also include, as controls, their vote on the 

trade tax bill and the percentage of land devoted to soybean in every district (shown in figure 1), 

which was our proxy for measuring pressures originating from losers on the export tax bill.  

Focusing on the intensity of support for trade, which is where most of the action occurs, we find 

that legislators from the ruling FPV party, as well as those representing import competing regions of 

the country, are less likely to respond that they strongly agree with the statement that Argentina 

should increase trade with other countries. More educated legislators, on the other hand, are more 

likely to strongly support trade. All these coefficients, however, fail to attain statistical significance. 

The most important finding is the negative association between support for trade in the groups 

treated with the production and price frames. The results also confirm our hypothesis that when 

exposed to the production/employment frame legislators from import competing regions, who 

represent voters who are more negatively affected by trade are less likely to support openness. 

Table 2 here 

For ease of interpretation figure 6 presents graphically the results of the interactions between 

																																																													
42 Groups are not balanced on party and vote (see Table A3.1 in Appendix 3); that is why statistical 

analyses are granted. 
43 The ordered probit model assumes that the probability of observing outcome i, in our case the 

response to the question of whether the country should increase trade, fall within a series of 

cutpoints (κi). Formally: Pr(Support trade = i) = Pr(κi-1 < β1 x1 + β2 x2 + . . . + βk xk + u ≤ κi). We are, 

thus, able to estimate the parameters of interest (βj) and the relevant cutpoints (κi). Results remain 

substantively and statistically the same when using OLS or dichotomizing responses at “Strongly 

Agree.” 
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the two frames and the geographic region of legislators.44 Among legislators representing the 

industrial/import competing regions of the country the difference in the probability of strongly 

supporting trade between the control group and the group treated with the production frame is 

substantively (28 percentage points) and statistically significant. The effect of the 

production/employment frame is half the size and not statistically significant for legislators in the 

non-import competing regions. The price frame, by contrast, has a similar size effect on both types 

of legislators. These results are supportive of our expectations: while legislators are overwhelming 

supportive of trade, they tend to be sensitive to the potential negative effects of trade on voters in 

their local districts. 

Figure 6 here 

To sum up, counter to received wisdom we find strong evidence that legislators are 

malleable to framing effects. The pattern of variation in their responses is systematically associated 

with the expected material consequences of trade on their local constituencies. Indeed, framing 

effects are stronger among legislators from the areas that concentrate the losers from trade.  Hence, 

adding dimensions usually associated with trade distributive effects to questions about openness 

systematically affects legislators’ stated support for trade. Legislators seem to be particularly sensitive 

to dimensions that highlight the most salient negative consequences of trade policy on their 

constituencies. These results provide suggestive evidence that legislators’ electoral concerns about 

the consequences of trade policy on their immediate constituencies play a role in shaping their 

preferences and behavior. 

Conclusion 

Scholarly work in the political economy tradition has become interested in understanding the 

																																																													
44 As legislators are overwhelmingly supportive of trade, we focus on the marginal effect of the 

relevant variables on the probability of responding “Strongly Agree”, the mode response, to the 

question about the desirability of increasing trade. Figure A.4.1 in Appendix 4 presents the marginal 

effects of the two frames on the probability of responding “Agree” by region. 
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linkages between demand and supply of trade policy. Researches have made important contributions 

to our understanding of trade policy preferences and analyzing the impact of political institutions 

and geographic concentration of industries on policy outcomes. This literature, however, misses the 

link between demand and supply dimensions of trade politics because it either assumes a direct 

mapping from preferences to outcomes, or limits the incentives faced by policy-makers to electoral 

rules. Using a novel experimental design, which is extensively used in the analyses of individual 

preferences, we are able to identify that material concerns are important determinants of both 

legislators’ responses to survey questions and legislative behavior. The dual analysis of legislators’ 

preferences and votes allowed us to capture the constituency side of cross-cutting pressure experienced 

by legislators, which even induced defections from the pro-government caucus.  

In our analyses of legislators’ concerns about the impact of trade policies on their 

constituencies, we have found that the negative consequences of trade policies prevail in both their 

legislative behavior on the tax hike bill and the survey experiment. Our analysis of the roll call vote 

on the export tax hike shows that the negative material effects of the policy on local constituents 

generated strong incentives for legislators to defy the partisan discipline induced by the electoral 

regime. Representatives from pro-trade areas serving agricultural production who belong to the pro-

government caucus were more likely to break the party line and vote against the protectionist export 

tax hike. In the survey experiment, legislators are more likely to express pro-free trade preferences 

than voters and their views are less malleable than those of the public as predicted by the extant 

literature. However, we also find framing effects produced by informational vignettes that highlight 

concerns about the effect of trade on prices, employment and competition, which defy conventional 

wisdom. These framing effects can be linked to the negative effects of trade on the wellbeing of 

economic actors in legislators’ local constituencies. Legislators from the import-competing areas 

experienced a more significant reduction on the intensity of their support for trade than their peers 

when the effects of trade on competition with domestic producers and employment are mentioned.   

No other factor has such an effect on legislators’ sensitivity to issue framing.  In both analyses, the 
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impact on the losers of the economic policy produced the strongest effects in terms of constituency 

pressures on legislators. 

We underscore two important implications derived from our empirical exercise. First, even 

when non material concerns have shown to affect individual trade preferences, our findings align 

with earlier work on the political economy of trade suggesting that voters’ trade policy preferences 

are a function of the expected material effects of trade on their wellbeing, which defines their priors 

regardless of their educational attainment. Legislators’ views, in turn, seem to be shaped by the 

internalization of their constituents’ material losses. We thus provide empirical evidence on the 

influence of trade distributive consequences on both legislators’ stated preference formation and 

behavior regarding trade policy. Further research could expand on our findings to other economic 

policies. 

Second, our findings underscore the importance of integrating demand and supply incentives 

in policy-making. Focusing on the influence of interest groups is not enough to explaining policy 

outcomes; we also need to identify how legislative activity aggregates the demands of different 

constituents. In contexts of high salience, individual attitudes toward trade can have an influential 

impact on the supply side of policy. While prior analysis have emphasized the impact of electoral 

institutions in shaping the political ambition of legislators and its effect on behavior, we show here 

the value of elite survey experiments to assess the concerns of legislators about their constituencies 

in understanding their electoral incentives. We believe this is a promising avenue of research that can 

be applied to other areas to further our understanding of how the electoral connection shapes policy 

outcomes.   
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Table 1: Probability of Voting for the Export Trade Tax Bill (probit regression) 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
Allied 2.864*** 2.790*** 2.921*** 1.676*  
 (0.543) (0.596) (0.565) (0.859)  
Radical K 2.911*** 2.630*** 2.989*** 1.179***  
 (0.497) (0.500) (0.518) (0.432)  
FPV (a) 3.652*** 3.565*** 3.861*** 2.390*** 2.414*** 
 (0.421) (0.412) (0.441) (0.220) (0.285) 
Soy Production  -3.241** -3.437** -3.036*** -1.948 
  (1.348) (1.353) (1.143) (1.559) 
FPV x Soy prod.     -1.927 
     (2.037) 
Import Competing Region 0.671*  0.730* 0.079 0.116 
 (0.388)  (0.380) (0.235) (0.242) 
Public employment 0.010* 0.004 0.005 0.001 0.007 
 (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) 
District Magnitude 0.001 0.010* 0.003 -0.000 0.006 
 (0.006) (0.005) (0.006) (0.005) (0.005) 
Constant -3.264*** -2.618*** -2.959*** -0.955** -1.432*** 
 (0.537) (0.567) (0.568) (0.372) (0.378) 
Party Caucus Caucus Caucus List Caucus 
pseudo R2 0.593 0.598 0.608 0.458 0.447 
N 257 257 257 257 257 
* p<0.10 ** p<0.05 *** p<0.01; robust standard errors in parentheses 
Notes: Dependent Variable = 1 if vote for Res. 125 = Yes, 0 otherwise. 

(a) FPV = Pro-government (FPV, Allies and Radical K) in Model (5) 
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Table 2: Probability of Legislators’ Support for Trade (ordered probit regression) 
  (1) (2) (3) (4) 
Import Competing Region -0.267 -0.318 -0.385 -0.384 

 
(0.430) (0.446) (0.490) (0.491) 

Employment/Production frame -0.626* -0.589* -0.586* -0.586* 

 
(0.327) (0.329) (0.332) (0.332) 

M-comp x Production frame -0.266 -0.278 -0.293 -0.290 

 
(0.538) (0.534) (0.535) (0.532) 

Price frame -0.725** -0.708** -0.717** -0.720** 

 
(0.323) (0.324) (0.322) (0.323) 

M-comp x Price frame 0.248 0.252 0.244 0.250 

 
(0.542) (0.550) (0.549) (0.543) 

FPV Legislator   -0.237 -0.239 -0.269 

 
  (0.211) (0.214) (0.289) 

College or more   0.073 0.081 0.083 

 
  (0.220) (0.218) (0.217) 

District Magnitude   
 

0.002 0.002 

 
  

 
(0.004) (0.004) 

Soy production   
 

-0.162 -0.123 

 
  

 
(1.503) (1.583) 

Vote for Export Taxes (Res. 125)   
  

0.039 

 
  

  
(0.293) 

Cutpoints (κi)   
   κ1 -2.976*** -3.047*** -3.027*** -3.020*** 

 
(0.373) (0.378) (0.378) (0.378) 

κ2 -2.708*** -2.771*** -2.749*** -2.742*** 

 
(0.318) (0.354) (0.365) (0.369) 

κ3 -2.612*** -2.672*** -2.650*** -2.644*** 

 
(0.306) (0.368) (0.382) (0.387) 

κ4 -2.529*** -2.588*** -2.566*** -2.559*** 

 
(0.293) (0.358) (0.371) (0.378) 

κ5 -1.368*** -1.419*** -1.397*** -1.391*** 

 
(0.256) (0.347) (0.370) (0.377) 

pseudo-R2 0.048 0.054 0.054 0.055 
N 200 200 200 200 
* p<0.10 ** p<0.05 *** p<0.01; robust standard errors in parentheses. 
DV: Support for increasing trade = No response (0), strongly disagree (1), disagree (2), indifferent 
(3), agree (4), strongly agree (5) 
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Figure 1: Areas Planted with Soy and Legislative Caucus (appendix A for data sources) 
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Figure 2: Probability of Voting for Res. 125/2008 by Caucus and Soy Production 

 
 

Figure 3 Distribution of Preferences for Trade by Frame 
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Figure 4: Distribution of Preferences for Trade by Frame and Partisan Caucus 

 
Figure 5: Distribution of Preferences for Trade by Frame and Region 
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Figure 6: Probability of Responding “Strongly Agree” by frame and region 

 

 
Note: Predicted probabilities of responding “Strongly Agree” and 90% confidence intervals derived 
from coefficients reported in Table 1 (Model 1). * and ** denote statistically significant differences at 
the 10% and 5% levels, respectively. 
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APPENDIX 1: Figure 1: Areas Planted with Soy by Municipality1 

  
																																																													
1 The data used for the map comes from the following sources: the provincial department data are 
from Calvo and Escolar (2005). The data on soy production are 
from http://old.siia.gov.ar/index.php/series-por-tema/agricultura (accessed February 6, 2014). The 
original soy data were modified for two provinces. In Entre Rios, the department of Islas del Ibicuy 
was missing soy production data; we used the averages of neighboring Gualeguay and Gualeguaychu 
to substitute for these data. In Buenos Aires, Pila (02088) and General Guido (02043) received the 
averages of their neighbors Rauch (02094), Ayacucho (02005), Maipú (02073), Dolores (02033), 
Castelli (02023), Chascomús (02030), General Belgrano (02042), Las Flores (02065) to impute for 
missing data. 
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Appendix 2: List of Pro-Government Representatives Voting Against Export Tax Bill 

 

  

Last name First Name Electoral District Caucus Vote on trade bill Category Party List

Albarracín Jorge Luis Mendoza De la Concertacion NEGATIVE Radical K De la Concertacion

Baladrón Manuel Justo La Pampa Frente para la Victoria-PJ NEGATIVE FPV Frente para la Victoria-PJ

Barrionuevo José Luis Catamarca Frente para la Victoria-PJ NEGATIVE FPV Frente para la Victoria-PJ

Camaño Graciela Buenos Aires Frente para la Victoria-PJ NEGATIVE FPV Frente para la Victoria-PJ

Collantes Genaro Aurelio Catamarca Frente Civico y Social NEGATIVE Radical K Frente Civico y Social

Cremer de Busti María Cristina Entre Ríos Frente para la Victoria-PJ NEGATIVE FPV Frente para la Victoria-PJ

Daher Zulema Beatriz Salta Frente para la Victoria-PJ NEGATIVE FPV Frente para la Victoria-PJ

Diez María Inés Salta Renovador de Salta NEGATIVE Aliado Renovador de Salta

García Irma Adriana La Pampa Frente para la Victoria-PJ NEGATIVE FPV Frente para la Victoria-PJ

Halak Beatriz Susana Córdoba Frente para la Victoria-PJ NEGATIVE FPV Frente para la Victoria-PJ

Heredia Arturo Miguel Córdoba Frente para la Victoria-PJ NEGATIVE FPV Frente para la Victoria-PJ

Katz Jora Víctor Daniel Buenos Aires De la Concertacion NEGATIVE Radical K De la Concertacion

López Arias Marcelo Eduardo Salta Frente para la Victoria-PJ ABSTENT FPV Frente para la Victoria-PJ

Montero Laura Gisela Mendoza De la Concertacion NEGATIVE Radical K De la Concertacion

Montoya Jorge Luciano Córdoba Frente para la Victoria-PJ NEGATIVE FPV Frente para la Victoria-PJ

Oliva Cristian Rodolfo Santiago del Estero Frente Civico por Santiago NEGATIVE Radical K Frente Civico por Santiago

Osorio Marta Lucía La Pampa Frente para la Victoria-PJ ABSTENTION FPV Frente para la Victoria-PJ

Paroli Raúl Omar Catamarca Frente Civico y Social NEGATIVE Radical K Frente Civico y Social

Pastoriza Eduardo Antonio Catamarca Por la Verdad NEGATIVE Aliado Por la Verdad

Petit María de los Ángeles Entre Ríos Frente para la Victoria-PJ NEGATIVE FPV Frente para la Victoria-PJ

Rivas Jorge Buenos Aires Frente para la Victoria-PJ ABSTENT FPV Frente para la Victoria-PJ

Scalesi Juan Carlos Río Negro De la Concertacion NEGATIVE Radical K De la Concertacion

Solá Felipe Carlos Buenos Aires Frente para la Victoria-PJ NEGATIVE FPV Frente para la Victoria-PJ

Thomas Enrique Luis Mendoza Frente para la Victoria-PJ NEGATIVE FPV Frente para la Victoria-PJ

Torfe Mónica Liliana Salta Renovador de Salta NEGATIVE Aliado Renovador de Salta

Velarde Marta Sylvia Santiago del Estero Frente para la Victoria-PJ NEGATIVE FPV Frente para la Victoria-PJ

Villaverde Jorge Antonio Buenos Aires Frente para la Victoria-PJ NEGATIVE FPV Frente para la Victoria-PJ

Zavallo Gustavo Marcelo Entre Ríos Frente para la Victoria-PJ NEGATIVE FPV Frente para la Victoria-PJ
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APPENDIX 3: 

Table A3.1: Distribution of covariates - Treatment and Control Groups 
  Control Treatment Difference t-stat 
College and above 0.764 0.703 0.061 0.92 

 
(0.050) (0.041) (0.066) 

 Import-competing region 0.375 0.383 -0.008 -0.11 

 
(0.057) (0.043) (0.072) 

 Soy production 0.050 0.041 0.009 0.78 

 
(0.010) (0.006) (0.012) 

 District magnitude 25.958 28.008 -2.049 -0.52 

 
(2.996) (2.400) (3.910) 

 Vote for export tax 0.375  0.508  -0.133 -1.81 

 
(0.057) (0.044) (0.073) 

 FPV caucus 0.333 0.445 -0.112 -1.55 
  (0.056) (0.044) (0.072)   
Standard errors in parentheses 
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Figure A3.1: Distribution of Preferences for Trade by Frame and Education Levels 
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APPENDIX 4: 
Figure A.4.1: Probability of responding “Agree” by frame and region 

 

 

Note: Predicted probabilities and 90% confidence intervals of responding “Agree” derived from 

Model 1 in Table 1. * and ** denote statistically significant differences at the 10% and 5% levels, 

respectively. 


